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Key to SAP V20/V20i/V21/V21i DownloadSouth Africa’s President Cyril Ramaphosa has rejected suggestions that corruption is the nation’s biggest challenge, saying a failure by the continent to tackle it is responsible for slowing the economic recovery. Speaking in Singapore, Mr. Ramaphosa says there
are more important problems than corruption, including unresolved racial discrimination, poverty, unemployment and the inequality that he says is so “skewed towards the rich.” His remarks come as the African National Congress President prepares to meet US President Donald Trump in Washington

next week, where he is expected to broach the issue of the presence of a controversial American firm, Unmetric Holdings, in South Africa. Mr. Ramaphosa tells CNN’s Fareed Zakaria that South Africa should focus on removing remnants of a system under apartheid that still exists and the effects of
colonial domination on the post-colonial period. “Yes we do have a number of challenges,” Mr. Ramaphosa says. “We have massive inequality in this country. But no, corruption is not the biggest challenge.” Mr. Ramaphosa says the greatest challenge facing Africa is the West’s failure to tackle

corruption. “That is our greatest challenge. If we are not able to change that, then we will not be able to change all the other issues,” he says. Mr. Ramaphosa says part of the solution lies in supporting Africa to develop its own financial tools, saying the continent wants to create its own currency and
is ready to help with the development of a central bank. “We are also trying to establish our own central bank, we are setting up our own stock exchanges, currency, so we can start to set up our own structures. And, yes, the African Centre for Monetary Studies that is being started will make a big

difference,” he says. Mr. Ramaphosa’s visit to South Africa is also intended to discuss with the United Nations the status of Zimbabwe, which the African Union member c6a93da74d
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